In this work, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) dimer model compounds with different tacticities were synthesized and studied in detail by 1 H and 13 C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in three solvents, deuterated chloroform (CDCl 3 )/CCl 4 (20/80 v/v), CDCl 3 and dimethyl sulfoxide -d 6 . All of the peaks in the 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra were assigned with the help of two-dimensional NMR. Although the solvents were different, the tacticity splitting of the dimers showed no significant difference among the solvents. The chemical shifts were calculated and compared with experimental shifts to understand the origin of the tacticity splitting in PLA. Thus, a conformational energy calculation was first performed to determine the energetically stable states in isotactic and syndiotactic dimers by several quantum chemical calculation methods. The 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts were then calculated for each conformation of the model compounds by considering both the conformational energies of the predominant conformation and the chemical shift of each conformation. The observed tacticity splitting of the chemical shifts between isotactic and syndiotactic 1 H and 13 C NMR peaks of the dimers was reproduced particularly well, using the combination of Becke's three parameter hybrid method for conformational energy calculations and Hartree-Fock for chemical shift calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a well-known polymer that has been extensively studied. 1,2 Dimers, trimers and other oligomers of PLA usually occur in concentrated PLA solutions 3 and are useful materials in their own right, and have also been synthesized through polymerization [4] [5] [6] or degradation. 7 They can be used as building blocks for functional polymers, for example, oligomer-grafted dextran, 8 tetrafunctional oligomers 9 and oligomers encapped with sodium, 10 acrylates 11 and isocyanates. 12 In suitable cases, the oligomers may function as surfactants 10 and as substitutions for waxes, oils and other petroleum-based oligomers in commercial formulations (Futerro. Lactic acid oligomers. http://www.futerro.com/ products_oligomers.html). In addition, they are useful as model compounds for PLA.
A major determinant of the physical properties of PLA is tacticity. Thus, mechanical properties and heat resistance have been reported to depend on tacticity. 13, 14 Recently, it was shown that tacticity could influence thermal stability, T m , T g , crystallinity, solution stability and polymer degradability in star-shaped PLA. 15, 16 In addition, poly (L-lactic acid) and poly(D-lactic acid) could form a 1/1 stereocomplex, and the crystalline structure of the stereocomplex was quite different from that of poly(L-lactic acid) or poly(D-lactic acid). [17] [18] [19] [20] It was reported that multiblock copolymers of poly(L-lactic acid) and poly(D-lactic acid) formed the stereocomplex more easily without first forming the single-polymer crystals. 21 However, PLA with short L-and D-block sequences exhibited relatively a low melting temperature. 22 Thus, it is important to have detailed information regarding PLA tacticity to understand and improve the polymer's physical properties.
Many nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of PLA tacticity, including two-dimensional NMR, have been reported using appropriate polymers and model compounds. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Most recently, we reported the calculation of 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts in PLA model compounds. 30 The 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts calculated with the quantum chemical method were compared with the observed chemical shifts, and good agreement was obtained for the relative chemical shifts of the 1 H and 13 C peaks of the CH group between isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compounds.
Recent advances in quantum chemical calculations coupled with increases in computer speed and memory size have made it possible to predict the electronic structures of PLA and its model compounds more accurately. [34] [35] [36] [37] Conformational analyses of PLA model compounds were reported 38,39 using a quantitative method, Becke's three parameter hybrid method (B3LYP)/6-31G (d,p), for conformational energy calculations in vacuo or in the electronic environment within the condensed phase. Wu et al. 36 determined the equilibrium geometries, infra red, total energies and NMR chemical shifts of several lactides, including L-lactide, D-lactide and three mesolactides, using several quantum chemical methods, such as B3LYP/ 6-311 þ G(2d,p) and B3LYP/6-31G(d). Sadlej et al. 40 discussed the interaction energies, conformations, vibrational absorption and vibrational circular dichroism spectra for conformers of monomeric chiral D-lactic acid and their complexes with water using B3LYP/augcc-pVDZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ.
In this work, the 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra of isotactic and syndiotactic PLA dimers are observed and assigned by two-dimensional NMR in several solvents to examine the influence of the solvents on tacticity splitting in the 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra. The chemical shift data in which solvent effects can be ignored are compared with the chemical shifts calculated using several quantum chemical methods. The calculations entail two independent steps using different quantum chemical methods, determining the conformational energy of the preferred conformation first, and then the chemical shifts for each preferred conformation. These calculations are examined with Hartree-Fock (HF) and B3LYP, because HF has been used more commonly in quantum chemical calculations and B3LYP has been used more commonly in density functional calculations. In general, the B3LYP method is effective in the calculation of the electron distribution state for the whole molecule, and HF is effective in calculating the local electron distribution state. The best combination of the quantum chemical methods is selected by virtue of the agreement between the calculated and the observed chemical shifts of the 1 H and 13 C nuclei of the CH groups of isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compounds. The origin of the tacticity splitting in the NMR spectra of PLA is also discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Synthesis of dimer model compounds (1) of PLA
The isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compounds (1) (structure shown in Figure 1 ) were synthesized from (-)-O-acetyl-L-lactic acid and methyl S-(-)-lactate or R-( þ )-lactate. The details of the synthesis and purification have been previously described. 30 
NMR measurement
1 H and 13 C NMR spectra were obtained on a JEOL a-600 spectrometer (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at 600 MHz and 150 MHz, respectively, at room temperature. Deuterated chloroform (CDCl 3 ), 80:20 (v/v) CCl 4 :CDCl 3 and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-d 6 were used as solvents, and the sample concentration was 10% (w/v). The internal chemical shift reference was tetramethylsilane. The 1 H NMR spectra were obtained with a digital resolution of 0.36 Hz/point with 32 K data points, together with 451 flip angle and 4 s pulse delay. The 13 C NMR spectra were obtained with a digital resolution of 1.24 Hz/point with 32 K data points, together with a 451 flip angle and 2 s pulse delay. 1 H-13 C heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) spectroscopy was performed using gradient pulse sequences. HMBC spectra were recorded for 7 h with a 60 ms delay for long-range 1 H-13 C coupling ( 2 J, 3 J, 4 J) selection, with spectral widths of 5.5 p.p.m. for 1 H, 250.0 p.p.m. for 13 C (all peaks), 38.6 p.p.m. for 13 C carbonyl or 34.7 p.p.m. for 13 C methyl. Before Fourier transformation, the free induction decays were zero-filled twice in the 13 C dimension, and a shifted sine bell function was applied to both dimensions.
Conformational energy calculation
The conformational energy calculation for the monomer model compound was carried out with the Gaussian 09 software program (Gaussian, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) as a function of the internal rotation angle. The quantum chemical method used was HF or B3LYP, 41 and the basis sets used were 6311 þ G*, [42] [43] [44] TZVP [45] [46] [47] and cc-pVTZ. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] The conformational energy calculation was also performed for isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compounds for the preferred conformations selected from the Ramachandran map of the monomer model compound.
Chemical shift calculation
The magnetic shielding tensor was calculated quantum-chemically according to the GIAO method [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] for 1 H and 13 C nuclei of the two preferred conformations of the monomer model compound. The HF or B3LYP method was used, and the basis set was 6311 þ G*, TZVP or cc-pVTZ. The isotropic chemical shifts were obtained for comparison with the observed chemical shifts. The 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts for tetramethylsilane were calculated using the same methods. For the 1 H and 13 C chemical shift calculations for dimer model compounds, a two-step procedure was used. In each model compound, the relative occurrence probabilities for the preferred conformations were first calculated by Boltzmann distribution, based on the difference in the conformational energies. Because the chemical shifts were calculated for each conformation quantum-chemically, the chemical shifts for each configuration were obtained by taking into account both the relative occurrence probability and the chemical shifts for each conformation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assignment of 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra of PLA dimer model compounds The 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra of isotactic and syndiotactic PLA dimer model compounds (1) were first obtained in CDCl 3 . As expected, the 1 H and 13 C chemical shift difference between the two CH groups, 4 and 7 in Figure 1 , was very small. The situation was similar for the NMR analysis and chemical shift calculations K Suganuma et al two CH 3 groups, 11 and 12, in Figure 1 . Therefore, it is important to assign these peaks unambiguously. For this purpose, two-dimensional NMR was used, particularly the HMBC experiment, which provides 13 C-1 H multiple-bond correlations. The HMBC spectra of isotactic dimer model compound are shown in Figure 2 (carbonyl region), Figure 3 (methyl region) and Figure 4 (entire spectral region).
The peaks from H-1, H-10, C-1 and C-10 in Figure 1 were easily identified by their chemical shift values. Thus, the peaks at 2.1 p.p.m. and 20.6 p.p.m. were assigned to H-1 and C-1, and the peaks at 3.7 p.p.m. and 52.3 p.p.m. were assigned to H-10 and C-10, respectively. As shown in Figure 2 , C-8 of carbonyl was assigned according to the correlations with H-10, and C-2 of carbonyl was assigned according to the correlations with H-1. Moreover, another carbonyl carbon was assigned to C-5. Two methine protons could be assigned according to the correlations with two carbonyl carbons, H-7 from C-8 and H-4 from C-5. Similarly, two methyl protons could be assigned according to the correlations with two carbonyl carbons, H-11 from C-5 and H-12 from C-8. The assignments of two methyl carbons were made according to the correlations shown in Figure 3 . C-11 was assigned according to the correlations with H-4, and C-12 was assigned according to the correlations with H-7. Finally, the assignments of two methine carbons were made according to the correlations shown in Figure 4 . C-4 was assigned according to the correlations with H-11, and C-7 was assigned according to the correlations with H-12. Similar assignments were achieved for the syndiotactic dimer model compound using the HMBC spectra (not shown). The chemical shifts and the assignments of the dimer model compounds observed in CDCl 3 are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . For ease of presentation, the observed chemical shifts for all 1 H and 13 C peaks of the dimer model compounds, except for those of two terminal CH 3 groups, are shown as stick spectra in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively.
Note that the observed chemical shift differences are indeed very small between the isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compounds for both 1 H and 13 C nuclei. However, there was no reversal of isotactic/syndiotactic assignments in different solvents. Moreover, there was no obvious trend between the chemical shift difference and solvent polarity. Thus, we can use the chemical shifts observed in CDCl 3 /CCl 4 for comparison with the calculated chemical shifts.
Conformational energy calculations of the dimer model compounds (1)
The four energetically stable states generated from the combination of two preferred conformations in the Ramachandran conformational energy map of the monomer model compound 30 were the initial four preferred conformations of the dimer model compounds (1). The D-isomer of syndiotactic dimer model was derived by flipping the sign of the Z-coordinate of the X-Y-Z coordinates. The conformational energies of four conformations for each isotactic and syndiotactic dimer model compound (1) were optimized by two quantum chemical methods, B3LYP and HF, with different basis sets, that is, TZVP, cc-pVTZ and 6300 þ G*. The relative occurrence probabilities of the preferred conformations were calculated using a Boltzmann distribution and the difference in the conformational energies after optimization, as shown in Table 2 . Here, the number '1' indicates the most stable conformation in the Ramachandran conformational energy map of the monomer model compound, and the number '2' indicates the second most stable conformation. There is no abnormal trend among the occurrence probabilities of the preferred conformations calculated by different quantum chemical methods and different basis sets. However, there are significant differences between the values calculated by the B3LYP and HF methods. These differences seem to arise from the approximations used in the quantum chemical methods, because B3LYP includes electron correlation, but HF does not. Except for H-4, good agreement can be seen between the observed and calculated chemical shifts for the relative chemical shifts of the isotactic and syndiotactic 1 H and 13 C NMR peaks of the dimer model compounds, irrespective of the quantum chemical methods or the basis sets. For H-4, the observed syndiotactic peak appears downfield from the isotactic peak, and this trend agrees with calculation codes (a), (d) and (g) in Figure 7 . In these three calculations, (a), (d) and (g), the method used to perform conformational optimization was B3LYP, and the method used to perform the chemical shift calculations of the preferred conformation was HF, although the basis sets were different. In general, the B3LYP method is effective in calculating the electron distribution state for the whole molecule, and HF is effective in calculating the local electron distribution state in the neighborhood of nuclei of interest. For H-4, the calculation codes (b), (e) and (h) in Figure 7 do not agree with the observed chemical shift. This discrepancy occurred because tacticity splitting in the NMR spectra depends on not only the electron distribution state in the whole molecule, but also the local electron distribution state. Similar reasoning applied to the calculation codes (c), (f) and (i) in Figure 7 . Conformation depends on the electron distribution state in the whole molecule, and the chemical shift depends on the local electron distribution state in the neighborhood of nuclei of interest. Thus, B3LYP is preferred for conformational optimization, and HF is preferred for the chemical shift calculation. Note that B3LYP includes electron correlation in the calculation but only approximates it. Even better results would likely be obtained if the electron correlation were calculated exactly without resorting to approximations, but the computation time needed would be prohibitive. Moreover, the considerations made regarding the calculation methods used are not confined to the case of PLA. It is likely that the combination of HF and B3LYP, rather than the use of each method by itself, would also be preferred in studying other compounds. In summary, satisfactory results for the calculated shifts of different tacticities of PLA dimer have been obtained in a comparatively short time by combining B3LYP with HF methods. The calculations suggest that the different electronic environments of 1 H and 13 C nuclei, their electron correlations and the conformation of the molecules contribute to the tacticity splitting in the NMR spectra of PLA and the PLA dimer model compounds.
